THE UNIDAD PROFESIONAL DEL BALSAS OF
LA UNIVERSIDAD MICHOACANA DE SAN NICOLAS DE HIDALGO

CONVENE TO

XII INTERNATIONAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY COLLOQUIUM OF THE CENTENARY

GEOGRAPHY/ GEOLOGY/ ARCHEOLOGY/ ANTHROPOLOGY/ ETHNOGRAPHY/
HISTORY/ SOCIETY/ POLITICS/ ECONOMY/ MIGRATION/ EDUCATION/
LITERATURE/ CULTURE/ TRADITIONAL MEDICINE/ LANDSCAPE AND ARCHITECTURE/
TERRITORY/ WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES/ ENVIRONMENT/
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT/ TECHNOLOGY/ COMMUNICATIONS/
FILES/ CHRONICLES/ HISTORIOGRAPHY/ THEORY AND METHODS FOR REGIONAL, SUSTAINABLE AND CULTURAL STUDIES

HUETAMO, MICHOACAN DE OCAMPO, MEXICO, FROM 4 TO 7 DECEMBER 2017

The presentations must be communications that do not exceed 20 pages, perfectly structured, drafted and revised; the participant will have 15 minutes to expose. The works must be sent in electronic format and / or disk with Word Program, Times New Roman, 12 points, line spacing 1.15 and at the end of them, will include in a maximum sheet the highlight of the curriculum. The best jobs will be included in a book and / or the magazine of the UNIDAD PROFESIONAL DEL BALSAS, according to the editorial board of the same.

To formalize your registration, the interested should send the abstracts of their works, of one or two paragraphs of extension, before November 17, 2017, to the following addresses:

Unidad Profesional del Balsas campus@unipdelbalsas.com, gaspersoy7@outlook.es (with María Dolores Sandoval Gómez, Vianey Núñez Ibarra or Gaspar Salgado Betancourt).

INSCRIPTIONS

SPEAKERS
FOREIGN $1,000.00 (ONE THOUSAND PESOS)
NATIONAL $500.00 (FIVE HUNDRED PESOS)

STUDENTS
FOREIGN $750.00 (SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY PESOS)
NATIONAL $250.00 (TWO HUNDRED PESOS)

OBSERVERS (ASSISTANTS)
FOREIGN $500.00 (FIVE HUNDRED PESOS)
NATIONAL $250.00 (TWO HUNDRED PESOS)

NOTE
THE INSCRIPTIONS FOR THE SPEAKERS ARE FOR WORK PRESENTED. ORGANIZERS AND SPONSOR RESTAURANTS WILL OFFER MEALS TO CONGRESSMEN.

SPONSORING INSTITUTIONS

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
UNIVERSIDAD MICHOACANA DE SAN NICOLAS DE HIDALGO
ASSOCIATION OF LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN HISTORIANS (ADHILAC)
CITY COUNCIL OF THE REGION

MEDIA
TELECABLE OF HUETAMO/ SIGLO VEINTE/ TARIACURI/ REAL HUETAMO/ DESPERTAR DEL SUR/ CAMBIO DE MICHOACAN

TOURIST AND SERVICE ENTITIES
RESTAURANT CASA VIEJA/ RESTAURANT ALONDRA/ RESTAURANT BAGRES/ HOTEL MARIA ISABEL VALMAR/ HOTEL DEL ANGEL/ CELLAR GALILEA/ STATIONERY MARISOL/ COMPUCENTER
MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Dra. Ireri Suazo Ortuño
Coordinator of Scientific Research of the UMSNH

Dr. Hector Chavez Gutierrez
Director of the Faculty of Law and Social Sciences

Dra. Virginia Hernandez Silva
Director of the faculty of Accounting and Administrative Sciences

Dr. Alejo Maldonado Gallardo
Professor and Researcher of the History Faculty

COORDINATOR
M.C.E.S. Patricia Abraham Peñaloza
Director of the Unidad Profesional del Balsas